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Several years of experien e with the fun tional language Erlang have learned Eri sson that it is highly bene ial to use this language
for programming ontrol software for large systems. Systems that ould
not be built before, have been onstru ted in less time and with fewer
lines of ode than one would need with onventional languages. The
su ess of Eri sson in the business area of telephone swit hes is partly
be ause of their solid fault tolerant ar hite ture, both in hardware and
in software. A lot of time and money have been invested in the development of this fault tolerant ar hite ture, all to at h these errors that are
overlooked in numerous tests. By using Erlang and its extensive libraries,
the number of these un aught errors de reases; the fault re overy me hanism of the system is used less. One saves on maintenan e osts and the
overall performan e of a system in reases. The additional use of formal
veri ation aims on redu ing even more the number of un aught errors.
Both theorem proving and model he king on Erlang ode have been
explored. We onsider them as supplementary te hniques, both used in
the area they t best. Aiming, thus, on using the fault tolerant part of
the software even less.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Development of software for a tele ommuni ation system might be a bit more
tri ky than development of an arbitrary oÆ e appli ation, be ause of the high
demand on availability of the system where the software exe utes in. As in
any other fault tolerant system, tele ommuni ation systems are equipped with
robust and redundant hardware. One hardware failure has at most a performan e
e e t on the overall system. The hardware is ontrolled by a ontrol system,
whi h typi ally is a ompli ated pie e of software. The ontrol software monitors
the hardware and on gures the system for a ertain task. These on guration
hanges might be frequent, e.g. when setting up a onne tion and tearing it down.
Clearly, the task of ontrol software is also to a t in ase of failing hardware.
Redundant hardware may take over the role of the failing part automati ally,
but, even then, on guration data must be updated and the system as a whole

should start a ting in a di erent mode, e.g. giving priority to ertain maintenan e
tasks and redu ing the number of a epted alls.
It need not be surprising that the ontrol software an be split in two
parts, one dealing with fault toleran e and another with the a tual fun tionality. Knowledge of how to write the fault tolerant and robust part is one of
Eri sson's assets; building a swit h is one thing, building a swit h that never
goes down, not even for a software update, is another. In the development of the
fun tional language Erlang [1, 16℄ this knowledge is extensively used. Together
with a well- hosen set of design prin iples, Erlang has been made very suitable
for writing fault tolerant ontrol software. In su h software there might still be
errors in the ode. In fa t, a philosophy behind the fault tolerant software is to
assume that not only every pie e of hardware, but also software may fail. Software is therefore divided in pie es, alled omponents or blo ks, that intera t
with ea h other. Whenever one software omponent fails, the rest of the software
tries to re over from that. However, ompared to the use of more onventional
languages for writing ontrol software, su h as C and C++, the number of errors
in omparably large proje ts is fewer when Erlang is used. In the rest of this
paper it is des ribed how the use of Erlang redu es the number of errors and
how we have experimented with theorem proving and model he king on Erlang
software in order to de rease the number of errors even more.
With fewer errors in the ode, the software in the fault tolerant part of the
system is used less, but not useless. Errors may still o ur and a good ar hite ture
on trapping them remains ne essary. What we gain, however, is an in rease in
performan e (re overing from errors is omputational expensive) and a de rease
in maintenan e osts.

2 Fewer errors in Erlang programs
Experien e of using the fun tional language Erlang for ontrol software learns
that de larative languages have the potential of being very suitable for this task.
Data on a real omparison of produ t development in both Erlang and a ompetitive other language is rare. Parallel developments of a large system is a very
expensive experiment and on lusion one might draw from the results are disussible: Were the programming teams equally experien ed? Did the design suit
one of the implementation languages better? et . On top of the problems of evaluating the results, one is also fa ed with requirements that evolve over time: the
se ondary requirements su h as library support, available omponents, platform
ompatibility, debug possibilities et ., and ternary requirements, like available
skilled programmers, areer possibilities for designers and proje t managers that
try a new te hnology, et .
Only a few times a small part of a system has been designed in two di erent
languages for omparison reasons ( f. [2℄). Therefore, we base our judgment
on the opinion of experien ed designers, programmers and proje t leaders (e.g.
[15, 31℄), that have seen many di erent proje ts, in whi h many te hniques and
languages have been used to implement the ontrol software.

2.1

Programming de larative

The prin ipal idea behind de larative languages is to separate out logi and ontrol, so that the programmer is free to on entrate on the logi of a problem
without being distra ted by ontrol onsiderations. Erlang is a de larative language, sin e it does support this un oupling of logi and ontrol with respe t to
omputations. However, for fault tolerant issues, it is utmost important to keep
ontrol over whi h pro ess runs on whi h ma hine and where riti al data is
stored. Therefore, the ommuni ation part allows ontrol from the programmer.
Pro esses have a unique identity and reation of pro esses is done expli itly.
Messages are sent to an expli itly spe i ed pro ess and the programmer an
determine at whi h moment the pro ess is ready to read a message from its
mailbox. De larative in this setting is, though, that programmers need not onern about the memory a pro ess or message uses; this is automati ally assigned
and garbage olle ted after use.
De larative programming redu es the number of errors in a system, in parti ular serious errors that originate from programmers doing the memory management themselves, e.g. memory leaks, pointer errors, et . A de larative program
ontains fewer lines of ode than a similar imperative program. For Erlang, we
experien e a fa tor four to ten redu tion in the number of lines of ode in a large
system [31℄. At the same time we also experien e that the errors per lines of ode
ratio is roughly the same, whi h seems strange if lassi al, memory related, errors are removed. This, though, should be seen in a development pro ess, where
one starts ounting the errors when the system is shipped for testing, i.e., a reasonably stable system. This reasonably stable system is obtained earlier when
using Erlang.
Thus, we get roughly four to ten times fewer errors in a system developed in
Erlang. Furthermore, error orre tions do usually not give rise to a whole series
of side-e e ts, introdu ing and visualizing more errors. This is in line with what
one expe ts from using a de larative language.
2.2

Following the impli it model

A programming language that supports an implementation approa h that intuitively re e ts the real problem has a strong advantage over a language that
la ks a dire t mapping of problem into implementation. Erlang's model of onurren y, with the possibility of having thousands of light-weight on urrent
pro esses at the same time, resembles losely to the des ription of the onne tions that have to be ontrolled. Every onne tion is spe i ed as an independent
entity and as su h they an be programmed in Erlang. Without the support
for having so many light-weight pro esses, it is possible to gather a bun h of
on urrent a tivities in one thread, but this omes with the risk of introdu ing
extra errors, more ompli ated debugging and above all, a more diÆ ult system
to make fault tolerant.
If event based ommuni ation is assumed by the hardware spe i ations, one
an implement this by using syn hronous ommuni ation, but the system will

get unne essary ompli ated. Hen e, Erlang's asyn hronous ommuni ation ts
very well in this setting.
Erlang's on urren y model ts very well the kind of problems that one is
modeling in ontrol software of highly on urrent systems. This helps in simplifying the programs and therefore redu es the number of errors one expe ts to
nd.

2.3

Component based development

Libraries, ready-to-use omponents and design prin iples play a key fa tor in
eÆ ient software development. For Erlang this was realized from the beginning
and a lot of e ort has been put in the produ tion of a large set of libraries,
referred to as the Open Tele om Platform, OTP for short [30℄. These libraries
in lude fun tions on data stru tures, but also ompli ated omponents, su h as
servers, supervisors and nite state ma hines. A few design prin iples des ribe
how the libraries and omponents are used best.
The typi al ontrol software onsists for the larger part of pro esses that
implement a server or nite state ma hine. Su h omponents that o ur very
frequent in a software system an better be isolated and implemented on e and
for all. Clearly, one an only provide a kind of generi implementation that needs
to be instantiated with the spe i fun tionality, but that is then also exa tly
what has been done. For example, there is a on ept of a generi server, whi h
provides syn hronous and asyn hronous ommuni ation, debugging support, error and timeout handling, and other administrative tasks. In order to obtain the
required server fun tionality, the programmer provides an instantiation for this
generi server. Sin e only the ode for the instantiation has to be provided and
sin e the generi part of the ode is very well tested, the use of these omponents
redu es the number of errors drasti ally. Moreover, if an error is still present in
the generi part, it appears for example in all nite state ma hines in the system
and is therefore relatively easy to nd and in parti ular easy to x for all state
ma hines at the same time.
The supervisors are generi omponents used for fault toleran e. All pro esses
in a system o ur somewhere as a node in a supervision tree, and are monitored
by a supervisor pro ess. The supervisor nodes are implemented in a very simple,
straight-forward way su h that no unne essary errors are introdu ed.
Software omponents are for a large software proje t what a de larative language is for a small program. The programmer an on entrate on fun tionality,
not being bothered by details. Unfortunately, literature on omponents for fun tional languages is rather poor. It seems that only the small s ale omponents
like map, foldl, farm, parallel and su h are ommonly a epted. One reason
might be that spe ifying ommuni ation between omponents depends on the
underlying framework to guarantee referential transparen y.

2.4

Short design

y les

Notwithstanding the (in a ademia) popular rules on how to design a system:
starting from an abstra t model and re ning it to spe i ations that are only in
the very end implemented in a programming language, systems used to be built
di erently in pra ti e. The implementation of a system is generally started as
early as the design. One of the main reasons for this is that models la k a lot of
information, e.g. on performan e, memory usages and realizability of the design.
As important, probably, is the fa t that a running system, even a buggy one, is
better understood by the ustomers, who then an de ide upon a drasti hange
of the requirements.
Erlang in ombination with OTP bridges the gap between re nement and
implementation, one ould say. Be ause of the high level of abstra tion in the
omponents and the language, one easily implements a rather abstra t design.
In typi al Erlang proje ts designers move around, working on di erent parts of
the software and integration of these parts takes pla e on a daily basis. This
way of working has great similarity to the so alled Extreme Programming [8℄.
The advantage of this way of working is that many design errors already are
eliminated in an early stage in the proje t.
Short y les between design and test se ure systems for design errors, and
at the same time, a lot of small errors in the ode already are removed by the
many tests that are performed during development.

3 Towards error free Erlang programs
The advantages of the use of a language like Erlang in ombination with design
prin iples and omponents have been shown in many proje ts ( f. [15℄). Nevertheless, the produ ed software is not error free and a lot of time and money is
spent on testing the software and xing errors that are found.
In order to redu e in parti ular the maintenan e osts, we strive to develop
tools that assist in nding errors as early as possible. However, these tools may
not interfere with the rapid development of the software. The hoi e between
early on the market and lower maintenan e osts is nowadays always in favor of
the rst alternative; too late on the market implies an ellation of the proje t
and hen e no maintenan e at all.
In this ontext, we fo us in parti ular on errors that are hard to nd with
testing, su h as syn hronization errors. The more expensive it is to repair or nd
a ertain error, the more interesting it be omes to develop a te hnique to nd
it.
It is legitimate to wonder why Erlang is dynami ally typed, whereas many
fun tional languages have advan ed stati type systems to help in dete ting
errors in an early stage. There have de nitely been attempts to add a type
system to the language (e.g. [28℄). However, adding a suitable type system to a
language that is developed with dynami typing in mind is a hallenge. Whereas
we see a dazzling amount of papers appear on new type systems or minor hanges

to existing type systems, there seems poor a ademi interest in developing a type
system for an industrial fun tional language. In this paper we do not dis uss the
attempts within Eri sson to develop a suitable type system, but we fo us on two
other veri ation te hniques.
For the purpose of nding the most tri ky errors in an implementation, both
model he king and theorem proving have been explored. For the rst te hnique
we have been able to use the Csar/Aldebaran development pa kage [17℄
to develop a kind of push-button veri ation tool [3℄, whereas for the se ond
te hnique Eri sson developed in ooperation with the Swedish Institute of Computer S ien e (SICS) a spe ial theorem prover that is aware of the operational
semanti s of Erlang [5, 29, 19℄. We aim to use existing tools and te hniques where
possible, but even though many good tools are available, there is normally a lot
of work left before a tool is in orporated in an existing development environment. Using a modeling language, for example, is out of the question, sin e the
disadvantages outweigh the bene ts. Feedba k of the tools should be presented
in a way that Erlang programmers an relate it immediately to their programs.
When errors are presented, they need to be real errors and not false positives.
The time spent on using a tool should be marginal to the time it would take to
nd the error in another way (for example by manual ode inspe tion).

4 Model he king Erlang programs
Using model he king for the formal veri ation of software is by now a well
known eld of resear h. Basi ally there are two bran hes, either one uses a
spe i ation language in ombination with a model he ker to obtain a orre t spe i ation that is used to write an implementation in a programming
language, or one takes the program ode as a starting point and abstra ts from
that into a model, whi h an be he ked by a model he ker. In either ase, the
implementation is not proved orre t by these approa hes, but when an error is
en ountered, this may indi ate an error in the implementation. As su h, the use
of model he king an be seen as a very a urate debugging method.
For the rst approa h, one of the most su essful of the many examples is
the ombination of the spe i ation language Promela and model he ker SPIN
[24℄. The attra tive merit of Promela is that this language is so lose to the
implementation language C, that it be omes rather easy to derive the implementation from the spe i ation in a dire t, fault free way. However, even this
popular approa h has tenden y to be overtaken by the approa h of translating
C to Promela [25℄. For this se ond approa h of translating sour e ode to a
modeling language there are many examples, among whi h PathFinder [23℄ and
Bandera [13℄ starting from Java ode. Our approa h ould be added to this list,
probably with the di eren e that we use the knowledge of the o urring design
patterns used in the Erlang ode to obtain smaller state spa es ( f. [7℄). We
follow a similar approa h to the translation of Java into Promela, he ked by
SPIN [23℄; however, we translate Erlang into CRL [21℄ (a pro ess algebra with

data [20℄) and model he k properties in alternation free - al ulus, by using
Csar/Ald
ebaran [17℄.
There is also another approa h to perform model he king on Erlang ode,
presented by Hu h [26℄. The major di eren es between Hu h's and our approa h
are found in the abstra tion. We only abstra t a ording to the given semanti s
of the design patterns, whereas Hu h does not take design patterns into a ount.
Hu h's approa h is based on abstra t interpretations, abstra ting from both data
and ontrol. This abstra tion is sound, but might result in properties that do
not hold for the abstra tion, even though they hold for the Erlang program.
Moreover, the presented approa h is restri ted to Erlang programs that are tail
re ursive, but this has been extended re ently [27℄.
Case study Inspired by an a ess manager algorithm in one of the large swit hes
programmed in Erlang [10℄, we started to develop in parallel a veri ed version
of this algorithm1 and a tool to automati ally translate this kind of ode into
CRL. We used the generi server design prin iple, higher-order fun tions, supervision trees and many other features that are typi al for the kind of ode
we nd in produ ts [3℄. We used tools developed by the Resear h Institute for
Mathemati s and Computer S ien e (CWI) for generating the labeled transition
system and hiding (abstra tion from) internal a tions that were not of interest
for the property at hand [11℄. We wrote a small program to translate the labels in the transition system ba k to Erlang terms, su h that it appears as the
state spa e of an Erlang program. The Csar/Aldebaran toolset ontains
many easily a essible features of whi h we used the state spa e visualization,
the minimization with respe t to all kinds of bisimulation, the simulator and, of
ourse, the model he ker. The model he ker was used to he k that the Erlang program guaranteed: mutual ex lusion of the resour es that were requested
ex lusively, validity of all kind of assertions in the ode, possibility of sharing
a resour e if requested shared a ess, priority of ex lusive a ess over shared
a ess, et .

After the development of the translator from Erlang to CRL had been
nished (at least for the part of Erlang that we used in our examples), model
he king be ame almost push-button te hnology. The te hnique is limited to
nite transition systems, but, lu kily, we were dealing with these in our ase
study. The program itself ontains unbounded data stru tures, like lists, but
when the number of lients is xed, the lists have an natural upperbound. Clearly,
we ould only verify the properties for a xed number of lients, where we used
the supervision tree to generate the right on guration automati ally. Che king
properties in this way for several on gurations, from one up to ve lients,
turned out to be relatively easy. The main problems that are still open deal with
the formulation of the properties:

Results

1

The ode for this veri ed program is available in an extended version of this paper.
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{

it is in general hard to ensure that one spe i es a requirement in the right
way,
some properties (su h as no starvation) annot satisfa tory be spe i ed in
the given logi , and
for every on guration, a slightly di erent property needs to be spe i ed
(thus, properties are far from re-usable).

Other problems are of a more te hni al matter, su h as dealing with transition
systems of around one gigabyte, speeding up the generation of the transition
system and the model he king (the latter for example by using a parallel model
he ker [12℄).
We have been able to verify a ombination of four Erlang modules, together ontaining about 200 lines of advan ed ode, ontaining pattern mat hing, library fun tions, higher-order fun tions, and several data stru tures (lists,
re ords, et .). The CRL spe i ations we obtained from this ode were about
1000 lines long. This in onvenient expansion is mainly aused by the fa t that the
untyped Erlang terms are all translated in the same CRL sort, whi h then has
to be supplied with a very large de nition of equality. The datatype primitives,
therefore, are responsible for this large size of the CRL spe i ation. Obtaining
the transition system from CRL takes a few minutes up to half a day. Model
he king is in general faster than reating the transition system, even though it
ould take several hours for a transition system of a few hundred megabytes.

5 Proving orre tness of riti al ode
There are four reasons not to be satis ed with only a model he ker tool for
Erlang programs. First of all, one wants to reason about an unbounded number of
pro esses, about dynami ally generated pro esses and about data stru tures that
have no natural maximum size. Se ond, the logi for model he king is normally
restri ted and there are properties that one ould express in a more powerful
logi , but not in the logi supported by a model he ker. Third, we use model
he king as a te hnique for nding errors, not for proving orre tness. For real
safety riti al parts of the software, you might want to be more demanding and
prove the ode to be orre t w.r.t. a ertain property. Fourth, for real systems,
one expe ts not to be able to use model he king, be ause of a state spa e that
grows simply too large. A theorem prover that supports ompositional reasoning
ould then be a powerful tool to split the problem in sub-problems that an on
their turn be he ked by the same theorem prover or a model he ker.
For the above mentioned reasons, a theorem prover for Erlang has been
developed; a lassi al proof assistant requiring users to intervene in the proof
pro esses at riti al steps, su h as stating program invariants. The tool o ers
onsiderable support for automati proof dis overy through higher-level ta ti s
tailored to the parti ular task of the veri ation of Erlang programs. In addition, a graphi al interfa e permits easy navigation through proof tableaux, proof
reuse, and meaningful feedba k. Rather than working with some abstra t model
of the Erlang system, this veri ation approa h is dire tly based on the ode: we

show that a on rete Erlang program satis es a set of properties, formalized in
the - al ulus. The (full) - al ulus semanti ally subsumes the alternation free
- al ulus, CTL, CTL and LTL. The theorem prover supports reasoning whi h
is parametri on omponents and supports indu tive and o-indu tive reasoning
about re ursively de ned omponents and properties [19℄.
The theorem prover for Erlang has been developed over several
years and we have worked with many small and a few larger ase studies, inluding a mobile billing agent [14℄, a safety riti al database lookup manager [4℄,
sorting algorithms [22℄, persistent sets [18℄, a on urrent server that reates new
pro esses to handle in oming tasks [19℄, and urrently still ongoing, the same
a ess manager program as des ribed in the previous se tion.
For the properties we have veri ed we often needed the power given by the full
- al ulus, not being able to express it in alternation free - al ulus or another
less powerful logi .

Case studies

For safety riti al parts of software that are reasonably stable, i.e.
are no longer subje t to hange, it an be bene ial to use the theorem prover
approa h. The tasks of proving a property of advan ed ode is rather labour
intensive and takes months. The onstru ted proofs an easily ontain several
thousands of intermediate goals, of whi h a large part is solved automati ally.
However, the level of automation is insuÆ ient for leaving other than experts
use the tool.
Without too mu h expertise, the theorem prover approa h an also be used
for advan ed debugging of Erlang ode. One an try to prove a property that
basi ally requires a symboli evaluation of an Erlang program. Working on su h a
proof gives insight in the exe ution behavior of the program, not limited to xed
initial parameters. Moreover, one might learn about errors in the program by
not being able to proof the property, deriving an un nished proof tree re e ting
a symboli tra e [9℄.
The possibility to de ompose proofs in smaller tasks has not been fully explored yet and we believe to get better results in the future. Our hope is that
we an ombine model he king and theorem proving, having the user roughly
sket hing the proof and use a model he ker for sub-goals that deal with nite
state spa es. An indire t way of de omposing proofs by just assuming properties
of ertain omponents has been implemented for generi servers [7℄. This results
in smaller proofs, but some more work on the automation of this te hnique is
needed to make it pra ti ally appli able.

Results

6 Con lusions
The way Erlang programs are developed at the moment is rather su essful. More
support for nding errors in the ode is, though, a frequently demanded issue.
Whatever method or tool is developed to help in this, it should not interfere too
mu h with the established way of working.

We aim on extending the test server that is presently
used during produ t development with formal veri ation features. Designers
use the test server to run overnight tests on their ode. In addition to ompiling and testing the ode, a few properties will automati ally be veri ed on this
server. The properties are planned to be manually onstru ted from the requirement spe i ations, whi h only needs to be done on e in the beginning of the
proje t ( f. [25℄). While the ode is onstantly hanging, the same properties are
he ked over and over again. En ountered errors are presented to the programmers by means of an Erlang tra e leading to the error state. Model he king in
ombination with our translation tool an support this.
For the most riti al parts in the software, for example library fun tions that
are added to the Erlang distribution, we plan to use the theorem prover to make
sure that ertain properties hold for these parts. These properties then also serve
as a very pre ise do umentation of the behavior of the parts.

Software Development

The translation from Erlang to CRL and generation of
labeled transition systems is, apart from debugging, also very useful for he king
equivalen e of two implementations. Quite often a program is optimized after
that a rst, working version has been produ ed. It is possible to use bisimulation
te hniques on labeled transition systems to he k whether two implementations
behave the same in a ertain environment. After de ning whi h equivalen e
one is trying to prove, this te hnique an be used to show orre tness of an
optimization [6℄.

Code optimizations
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